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Master craftsman

Chapel’s candle staffs are Jack Parham’s work of art

Soon after university chaplain Jim Pitts met Jack Parham ’55, a retired physician living in Greenwood, S.C., he asked him an unusual favor.

Although the chaplain had just become acquainted with Parham through a mutual friend, he knew of the doctor’s reputation. The son of a Baptist minister, Parham had retired from full-time practice three years before and was devoting most of his free time to his lifelong hobby — woodworking.

From a modest workshop behind his home, Parham had developed a reputation as a craftsman of hardwood furniture that would meet the exacting standards of the most finicky furniture maker. Pitts also knew that Parham had an appreciation for church furnishings and was a longtime parishioner of Greenwood First Baptist, a church famous for its majestic beauty.

Pitts’ request was simple: help Furman locate someone to build 26 candle staffs for the Charles Ezra Daniel Chapel. Ted Ellett, widow of economics professor J. Carlyle Ellett, agreed to underwrite the project.

Parham was glad to help, and he and Pitts began examining designs and proposals. But they couldn’t find one they liked. Some were too gaudy, others too simple — and most were too expensive.

“Finally, I just agreed to build them myself,” says Parham.

After researching candle staffs, Parham crafted a simple, elegant design, then began a quest for the right kind of wood. He had two requirements: It had to be cherry, one of the finest hardwoods. And it had to be perfect — straight grain with no knots, defects or moisture problems.

After a meticulous search, he hand-selected a stock of wood harvested in northeastern Pennsylvania, a region known for its cherry trees. The wood was delivered to Greenwood in November of 1999.

Often working late into the night, Parham invested more than 300 hours painstakingly crafting the candle staffs. Much of his time was spent on the intricate basket-weave design near the top of each staff.

Parham constructed four 102-inch candle staffs for the choir loft and 22 92-inch staffs that can be attached to every third aisle seat in the sanctuary. He also built a storage stand for the staffs and a four-foot candle lighter. Furman employees John Mark McCain and Joe Reinovsky put the final touches on Parham’s work, sanding the staffs and staining them to match the chapel’s interior.
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For Parham, the work was an act of faith and craftsmanship. “There is something about being able to express yourself in an object of permanent value,” he says. “Woodworking is a fulfilling hobby that fosters creativity and productive use of one’s time.”

Much of his labor — beds, tables and cabinets — is enjoyed by family members and friends. He says he loves to work with “exotic” woods and is “an absolute fool” for antique chisels, which he collects.

“I feel complimented and honored to have been asked to do this project,” Parham says. “I hope this work shows craftsmanship and execution of design compatible with the beautiful environment of the chapel.”

— John Roberts